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Abstract-The emf of an electrochemical cell is interpreted by use of measurable local changes in Gibbs 
energy across the cell. It is shown by calculation that the contribution to emffrom changes in electrostatic 
potentials is negligible for most conditions. The contribution is in principle measurable. This way of 
explaining contributions to emfis compared to the traditional interpretation in terms of sums of electrostatic 
potentials. 

INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally the emf of an electrochemical cell is 
interpreted as the sum of several potential differences. 
The potential differences are eg at electrode-solution 
interfaces, across liquid junctions or across mem- 
branes. These potential differences ace electrostatic of 
nature and are not measured separately. No transport 
of charge is assumed to take place during the time 
needed for the measurement of their sum. The separate 
potentials are expressed theoretically by single ion 
chemical activities. 

Ekman et &.[I] and we[2-51 have worked on 
alternative descriptions which ultimately gives a dif- 
ferent physical interpretation of the emf of elec- 
trochemical cells. We focus on electric work in the 
outer circuit and the equivalent chemical Gibbs energy 
change inside the cell when a small but nonzero charge 
dQ is transferred from one electrode to the other. In 
this paper the contribution to the emf from changes in 
a dipole layer inside the ce.11 when current is passed 
between electrodes will be calculated. This quantity 
has been neglected previously. To emphasize essential 
points the simple example of isothermal transport of 
HCl in a concentration cell is chosen. 

THEORY 

The fluxes and forces of our transport system are 
based on the dissipation function T.8 given by 
Ratkje[S] and Fgrland and Ratkje[b] for isothermal 
transport of mass and charge in a continuous system: 

r8= - 5 Vp,J,-VQpbs.I (1) 
i=l 

J, is the flux of the k neutral components and 1 is the 
current density. Vpi is the gradient in chemical poten- 
tial of component i, and VQob the electric potential 
gradient between reversible electrodes. The use of 
neutral species instead of ions as components avoids 
the difficulties in defining the forces: Differentiation of 
entropy with respect to the content of one kind of ions 
keeping the content of others constant is not an 
operational definition of a force[S]. Electrode wm- 

ponents are included in the number k. From (1) flux 
equations can be obtained. The current density is 
linearly related to the independent forces 

I = - i: L~+l,ivcLi-L,,+,,,,+IvQobd (2) 

i=1 

L,, ace phenomenological coefficients. For small values 
of I, the emf A+* can be written 

where Lk+,,i/Lt+l,i+l = ti is the transferrence 
number for neutral components as obtained directly 
from a Hittorf type experiment. Integration is per- 
formed from one electrode (side 1) to the other (side 2). 
On the form (3) the equation describes the emf of a 
system as the sum of local potential differences as 
measured between local volume elements across the 
electcolyte[6]. The frame of reference for the transport 
process is the container of the system. Equation (3) 
may be partially integrated to give 

A+Obs= -iiiIti,i+J1’iiIpidri (4) 

1 
It is now seen that the sum of the measurable local 

potential differences in (3) is equal to the work per unit 
charge described in (4), namely the changes in Gibbs 
energy in the two electrode compartements, A&, and 
the changes in Gibbs energy in the liquid junction, 
AC, _ j between the compartments 

2 

- AGd = - i t,p, (5) 
i-1 

L 

-AC,_, = + 
s 

= i ,uidt, 
1 i=l 

(6) 

Both contributions to A4* contain defined therm- 
dynamic quantities, and direct physical interpretation 
is simple as has been discussed before by F&land, 
Thulin and @tvold[2]. 
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METHOD 

Comparison of traditional approach and this approach 
so far 

Consider the following cell with a concentration 
gradient over the electrolyte: 

H*(g)/HCl(c,)l/HCl(c,)/H,(g) 

Both methods of emf calculation and interpretation 
will end up with the same expression: 

s 

1 
A4 obs = _ 

w%,, (7) 
1 

as t HC, = - t,-, with the present electrodes. 
In the traditional approach A@‘& is composed of 
local potential differences, A$, due to two 
electrode-solution interfaces and one liquid junction 
potential. The two first contributions will together 
amount to the term 

A$,, = - Ap, = - RTlnz N - RTlnz (8) 

and the remaining term, the liquid-junction potential 
will be: 

A$,-j = - 
s 

=- I (r”vk - ~“VPCI). (9) 
I-j 

The following non-thermodynamic assumption is 
introduced: 

v/@J = VP” = ; V/l”Hn (IO) 

and assuming constant transference numbers we 
obtain by integration. 

1 
A$,-j = --(fH-k,)bHcl* 

2 
(11) 

In 0.1 M HCl the difference (tH - ta) = 0.66[7]. Using 
this value and a concentration ratio of c2 :cl 10: 1, 
constant transference numbers, ideal solutions and 
T = 298 K, we get for the different electrostatic 
potentials 

AlCl,l = 58 mV (12) 

and AtiIuj = -38 mV (13) 

The total cell emf is 20mV. Thus in the tradi- 
tional description there is a major difference in 
electrode-solution potentials of 58 mV. Opposed to 
this works the potential due to charge separation in the 
liquid junction which is - 38 mV. This gives a static 
picture of the cell at a given time t. 

In our method Gibbs energy changes in electrode 
compartments, or the work done at the electrodes is 
the single essential contribution. 

We infer from (5) for the same experimental values 
as above that 

c: -AG,, = -t,.RTln,= 20mV. (14) 
Cl 

When ta is constant in the junction, there is no change 
in Gibbs energy by charge transfer in the junction. Its 
contribution to the emfis zero from (6). The emfof the 
cell is due to transfer of tCI moles of HCl from the right 

to left. The local region where work is done is at the 
electrodes. 

Any change in charge distribution at the junction has 
not been considered by either method. In a cell with 
different ionic mobilities, we could expect that the 
transfer of charge will cause a change in the concent- 
ration gradients in the junction and thus in the charge 
distribution and the electrostatic energy. 

We will now proceed by calculating this contri- 
bution to emf. 

The electrostatic energy change in a cell with liquid 
junction 

Consider again the cell given in the previous section. 
If cz > c1 there is a diffusion of HCl from right to left 
in the cell. As H+ ions have higher mobility than Cl- 
ions, there will be a charge separation in the gradient. 
Excess positive charge in one region is counter- 
balanced by excess negative charge in another region. 
This charge separation creates the long range elec- 
trostatic forces described by A@, _j, in (9). The force 
acting on, say H+, may be deicribed by the flux 
equation 

JH = -LH(vh3 +v$) (15) 

VyH will then include short range forces and changes in 
entropy. LH is proportional to concentration and 
mobility of H l 

With knowledge of geometry of the system and local 
excess charge density or V$ and the dielectric constant 
of the medium, e, one can calculate a macroscopic 
electrostatic energy by the following (8) 

IJ=; 
I 

&(V+)’ d V (16) 
V 

where V is the volume. 
The energy should be accessible from experiment by 

discharging capacitor plates polarized by the eleG 
trostatic potential gradient in the system[S]. In the emf 
measurement, the change of V$ by passing a small 
current dQ/dt through the cell will give rise to the 
following electric work Aq% in the outer circuit 

A+=- g. ( > 
By inserting (11) and (16) into (17) we get 

-i(tH -ta)V/+ra ‘dV 
> 1 

&(tH -~c~)~VPHHCIV~~H~~V 
1 

(18) 

The time-dependent contribution to dU will not affect 
A&. We assume that transport takes place in one 
direction only, in the direction of the x-axis. Then 

v!%a dV = 4 di&a 

where q is the cross-section. This gives 

au ia 
-=-- 

aQ .8aQ [S Hew 

NH - rcI)’ V/+ta dha (19) 
IrHa(l) 1 

where integration takes place over the whole junction. 
The only term in the integral which is changed by the 
transfer of the charge dQ is VP”“. As pwa is the free 
variable in the integral, VP,” should be differentiated 
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for a constant value of p. We will calculate the term 

separately and drop the subscript HCI in this calcu- 
lation. We may first introduce the variable c, the 
concentration of HCI 

where 
a/J ( > ac is independent of Q. 

Thus we heave 

[$?lfid~ = (EY ($ (E)Q)idr 

= (:): [$(&)],dc 

= - G): ($($)c)Qdc. (20) 

Here (%x/aQ), can be described by other partial 
derivatives. If we express c as a function of x and Q, we 
have 

dc= (g)Qdx+(&).TdQ 

(21) 

The numerator (&/aQ), can be expressed by the 
transference number of protons, I. 

Consider a section of the liquid junction of thickness 
dx with an HCl content of dn. The change in the 
content by the transfer of dQ Faradays is: 

d(dn) = -dtdQ = -dQr’ dx (22) 
Q 

where t’ is the derivative of t with respect to c. 
The change in concentration is: 

(23) 

or (&), = -it’ (E), 

Introducing (24) into (21) we obtain: 

(24) 

(25) 

and introducing (25) into (20) we obtain: 

$W),dp = -+‘p)‘t”dr (26) 

where t” is the second derivative of the transference 
number of H’ with respect to c. 

Introducing (26) into (19) we obtain: 

We may consider a case where c1 = 0.1 M and c2 
= 0.01 M and Ax = 1 mm and calculate the contri- 
bution to the etnffrom change in electrostatic energy 
over the concentration gradient. 

The dielectric constant E can be expressed by the 
absolute dielectric constant of vacum E,, and the 
relative dielectric constant of the medium E,. 

E = Eg E, 

1 
where c0 = ~ n.36 x 10-gC”J~‘m~’ 

=9.5x 10~ZZF2J~‘m~‘. 

As a numerical value for E, the relative dielectric ’ 
constant for water at 25°C (about SO) is used. 
Numerical values for transference number and ac- 
tivity coefficients for the system HCI-H,Oat 25°C are 
taken from Harned and Owen[7] as before. 

Average value of ti has been calculated from 

I;= -2(lmol-‘)Z = -2x 10~“(m3mol ‘)’ 

pHn(c = O.l)-flHCI(c = 0.01) = 104Jmol-‘. 
4 

Average value of VpHa = $ = lO’Jmol_ m-‘. 

In this approximate calculation of the integral the 
above average values of the quantities are used. This 
gives a contribution to the emf from change in 
electrostatic energy over the gradient: 

A#= +f 
SW 

1 XIO’ 
9.5 lo- 22 80 o, x ,o 

1 

~0.662~(-2~10-6)(107)2dc~ 10ml’JF-’ 

or A&x lo-“V. 

If the concentration drop was over 100 A, the 
contribution to the emf would be 

AQx 10-5V=0,01mV. 

Thus we see that for the present system the contri- 
bution to the emfcould become important only if the 
“dipole layer” created by H+ moving in front of Cl- 
had a thickness of atomic dimensions. 

In ordinary measurements ofconcentration cells the 
contribution to the emf due to charge separation 
caused by differences in mobilities is negligible. 

Finally the contribution to the emf from change in 
electrostatic energy for a biionic cell with a membrane 
will be calculated. Consider the following cell: 

where M is a cation conducting membrane. To simplify 
calculations we will assume that the equilibrium 
constant for the ion exchange equilibrium between 
aqueous solution and membrane is unity. 

The electrostatic potential gradient is given by the 
equation: 

vl(, = - fH vfiH - INa vpNa - (28) 

Assuming ideal behaviour of the mixtures in the 
membrane we obtain by calculations very similar to 
those above 
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We will now assume constant mobilities un and uNa for 
the two cations, which gives 

uH % 
CM = and 

UH cl, + ha cNa 

2@, - UNn)UHUNaCO 
f’ = - 
H 

(UNacD + (UH - kdcH)3 
(30) 

For this estimation we may assume a constant value of 
Vcu which gives 

s 

’ 2(““+ uNa)2tuH- UN&HUNaCO dCH. 

(UNaCO + t”H - UNa)CH)5 

c30j 

co 

For c,, = 0.1 mol/l, Ax = 100 A, E, = 2 (common value 
for biological membranes) and for mobility values 
similar to aqueous solutions, we obtain the contri- 
bution to the emffrom change in electrostatic energy: 

A$z2mV 

Thus even a membrane with a large mobility ratio 
(~u/r+~ x 7) the change in electrostatic energy may 
give only a small contribution to the em$ 

SUMMARY 

Thecontribution to the emf from changesin the charge 
distributions may only be significant in the case of 
membranes of molecular dimensions (biological mem- 
branes. By working with energy contributions to emf 
instead of local electrostatic contributions, we are able 
to separate the effect of changes in electrostatic energy 
from contributions due to changes in chemical 
energies. The traditional interpretation ofemf’does not 
have this possibility. 
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